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/ description
Panels by IVANKA are produced with the well 
mastered technique of fine-casting concrete 
capturing rich variety of textures, graphic 
details and visual appeal of patterns and  
ornamentation. A wide range of surfaces 
are available from a smooth solid surface to  
a raw, rich textured appearance. IVANKA panels 
have all the advantages that a high performance 
quality concrete offers: durability, thermal 
and sound insulation, fire resistance, corrosion 
resistance and waterproofing. Panels can 
be fixed to existing walls e.g. plaster, brick 
or wood. IVANKA has the added option for  
clients to create custom made one-of-a-kind 
bespoke designs inspired by their love of 
graphics or original artwork. For brands, per-
sonal design of their identity can be created 
in concrete to express unique branding state-
ments, or on exterior cladding for the outer 
surface of buildings. IVANKA offers consultancy 
services on architectural concrete concepts, 
design and production.

/ characteristics
Concrete panels are breathing materials with 
all their inhomogenous surfaces and cloudy 
appearances and we love them as such.  
Being a hygroscopic material moisture is being  
absorbed and released from concrete . The plays 
of  color tone difference between each pig-
ment-dyed panels or even on one surface and 
the non-recurring patterns make it a living  
material completely different from dead and 
sterile plastic-kinds. Efflorescence is a spe-
cialty of all cement-bonded materials and is 
a natural and completely harmless feature  
of the product. All these characteristics make 
these concrete pieces small works of art and  
being considered as benefits and so makes 
them even more authentic.
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/technical
specifications
& range
paraMeters

siZe difference: length and width
The deviation, in percent, of the average 
size of each piece from the average size of 
10 test specimens: ± 1%.

thickness difference
The deviation, in percent, of the average 
thickness of each tile from the average 
thickness of 10 specimens: ± 10%

cracks/broken pieces
Any visible cracks are considered as defects, 
but due to our quality inspection policies and 
our strict packing methods those cracks can 
solely be results of shipping. Therefore we 
highly advise checking products throughout-
ly on delivery.

hairline cracks
Cobweb phenomenon is a natural characteristic 
of fiber reinforced concrete, therefore this 
doesn’t cause any major cracks on the surface.

other inJuries
Visible chipping are considered as defects, 
but due to our quality inspection policies and 
our strict packing methods those chippings 
can solely be results of shipping. Therefore 
we highly advise of checking products 
throughoutly on delivery. Due to the special 
structure of concrete, it may contain small in-
clusions even on the edges of the product. 
These inclusions should be considered as a nat-
ural characteristic therefore they don’t qualify 
as defects and definitely not as chipping.

reinforceMent 
IVANKA panels are high performance concrete pieces, reinforced with monofilament polypropylene 
fibers, which fibers are surface treated to avoid dispersion.

surface treatMent
All panels are surface treated with a special sealer in order to protect the material against stains and 
to facilitate further handling. Also, it gives an extra UV protection. 

holes and airbubbles
On sleek surfaces the maximum number of 
holes and/or bubbles are 150 bubbles per 
square meter, the diameter of each bubble 
is not more than 2mm.
On porous and raw surfaces, the random-
ized layout of holes is the core characteristic 
of the product. Therefore there are no two 
identical items in this regard.

surface
Sleek surface is not necesseraly homoge-
neous. Any cloudy or slightly spotty surface 
shouldn’t be considered as a defect.
However, a minimum of 95% of the tiles shall 
be free from visible defects, that would im-
pair the appearance of the major area of 
tiles.
Raw surfaces: due to the randomized sur-
face, any bulges, hollows and roughness 
are considered as core characteristics of the 
product. However, the deviaton in thickness 
between the thickest and shallowest part of 
the surface should stay below 20mm.

color
Our products are colored with pigments, 
therefore there is no abrasion of color. Color 
tone difference in appearance between one 
piece and another: V3. This number provides 
high shade variations. The intensity of each 
color may vary from tile to tile and may ap-
pear different from another piece.
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thickness

+/- 10%

en 12467

color tone
difference

V3

orthogonal-
ity

+/- 1,0%

straightness 
of sides

+/- 0,5%

en 12467

freeze / thaw
resistance

resistant

en12467

color
fading

unchanging
UV resistance

din 12878

compressiVe
strength

c50 -
msz 4715-

4:1987

abrasion
resistance

the strongest
msz en

1378-2:2004

sUrface
flatness

+/- 1%

bending
strength

8.2 mpa
(n/mm2) -

msz en
13748-
2:2004

en12467, 
category 4

absorption

the smallest
0,5%

length and 
width

+/- 1%

en12467

fire 
protection

fire resistant
a1



 / fastening

IVANKA panels can be placed to various kind 
of walls. Fastening can be applied mechanically 
both with ankerdots and with seamless dowels. 
Fastening only with glue is also an option in 
case of smaller sizes (100x100cm, 80x120cm, 
80x160cm).

We recommend to follow one of the instruc-
tions below to fasten the panels to the wall. 
About the best method for your product, or 
in case the recommended method is about to 
be changed, we highly advise to consult with 
IVANKA fi rst.

*Regarding all fastening methods, the panels 
must be fi xed to the wall also with an adhesive 
foam. We recommend to use the product Fisch-
er PUP P750. Apply the adhesive foam between 
the panel and the wall, especially on both sides 
of the wooden spacer, and also you can stripe 
the back of the panel as well.

**Also, the edges of the panels have to be 
glued to each other to avoid bending. For this 
we recommend to use transparent acryl base 
grout (we recommend to use Fischer DA acryl-
ic sealant). Apply it in a uniform thickness of 
3mm to both edges, then stick the edges of the 
two panels together.

Regarding guarantee claims caused by fas-
tening on site IVANKA takes responsibility for 
only installations which are made by IVANKA.

Please note that in default we provide only the 
concrete elements. Other installation elements 
(e.g. metal or wooden parts, glues or foams) 
are not provided by IVANKA unless otherwise 
stated in your order.

ankerdot

Always check the sizes of the panels before 
installation.

Please note that with wooden base structure 
this fasting method is indoor use only. For out-
door use please use steel profi les.

Place wooden sleepers vertically to the wall 
according to the positions of the ankerdots. 
Use fi rst quality 40x80 mm boards.

Apply adhesive to the backside of the sleep-
ers and secure them to the wall with counter-
sunk wooden screws with dowels.

We recommend Fischer FUR-T for smaller in-
stallations.

For larger installations use Fischer FIS A M 
6x70 threaded rod, for masonry with Fischer 
FIS H K anchor sleeve with Fischer V360 S resin, 
for concrete with Fischer V360 resin only.

Apply the adhesive (Fischer PUP P750 PUR 
foam) to the backside, and Fischer DA acrylic 
sealant to the edges.

Place and level the panels into their positions. 
Secure them through the holes with 60 mm 
long countersunk wooden screws.

After installing the panels, you can cover 
the holes with matching colour plastic dots or 
stainless steel knobs.
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polished steel anker-dot
covering knob

concrete
panel

Fischer FIS A M 6x70 threaded rod to
secure sleeper

pre drilled hole and nest

high quality solid wood
spacer
indoor only

first quality planed sleeper

load bearing
wall

Fischer V 360 S vinylester resin to secure bolt in
concrete wall
Use Fischer FIS H K anchor sleeve with resin if
bolt secured in masonry!

6X40 countersunk wood
screw

6X40 countersunk wood
screw

6X40 countersunk wood screw

Fischer DNS natural stone silicon
grout

various:
20-40 mm
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VArIous
20-40 mm

6X40 countersunk wood
screw

polished steel anker-dot
covering knob

Fischer DNS natural stone
silicon grout

 high quality solid wood  sleeper
(80x20x various)
indoor only

Fischer PUP P750 PUR foam

concrete panel

Fischer DNS natural stone
silicon grout

various:
20-40 mm

20
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FIscher dA  AcrylIc seAlAnt Grout

PolIshed steel Anker-dot
coVerInG knoB

6X40 countersunk wood
screw

hIGh quAlIty solId wood sPAcer For Indoor use
metAl wAll ProFIle For outdoor use

concrete PAnel

FIscher PuP P750 Pur FoAm

FIscher dA  AcrylIc seAlAnt Grout

loAd BeArInG wAll

FIscher V360s VInylester resIn 
to recure Bolt In concrete wAll

useFischer FIs h k anchor sleeve with resin
if bolt secured in masonry!
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screw
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20-40 mm
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dowel

Backside anchors are pre-fi tted to the panel in 
the factory. The overhang of the anchor is 5 
mm from the panel’s surface.

Always check the sizes of the panels before 
installation.

When installing the panels fi rst fi t steel plates 
on them. The steel plate can be a Halfen KHZ  
38/17/175 plate or similar with pre-drilled 
holes. This will secure the concrete panel to 
the wall while the adhesive cures. Do not use 
power tools at this step. Use extreme caution.

Apply the adhesive foam (Fischer PUP P750 
PUR) to the back of the panel. Then apply a 3 mm 
thick silicone strip to the edges (see* and **).

Place and level the concrete panel into the 
right position, then secure the plate with the 
proper fi xing method to the wall.

When fi xing it to concrete use Fischer FSA-S 
M6 in a predrilled hole. Use Fischer V360 viny-
lester resin to fi x it.

When fi xing it to masonry place a Fischer FIS 
H K anchor sleeve to the hole before the bolt.

Use Fischer V360 vinylester resin to fi x it.
Please note that the top panel has a diff erent 

fi xing method depending on the ceiling.

When the ceiling is loadbearing, use a fold-
ed steel plate, and fi x it to the ceiling Fisch-
er FSA-S M6 in a predrilled hole with a Fisch-
er V360 vinylester resin. The plate have to be 
countersunk into the ceiling. After assembly 
cover it with plaster and paint.

If the ceiling is suspended, or can be adjusted 
later, use similar fi xing like the other panels. Hide 
the metal panel with the ceiling after assembly.

When you can not remove the ceiling or you 
can not fi x to it: use a Fischer FIS A M 6X70 
threaded rod into the backside anchor. Predrill a 
hole into the wall with larger diameter. Apply the 
adhesive and silicon to the concrete panel (see* 
and **), then roll it into the fi nal position. Use 
small wedges to fi x it while the adhesive cures. 
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Halfen KHZ
38/17 175
steel securing
plate

Fischer PUP
P750 PUR
foam

Fischer FSA-S M6 bolt

spacer

Fischer V 360 S vinylester resin
Use Fischer FIS H K anchor sleeve if secured in
masonry!

suspended ceiling

2. suspended ceiling

Halfen KHZ 38/17 175 folded steel
securing plate

Fischer FSA-S M6 bolt

countersunk plate covered
with plaster

Fischer V 360 S
vinylester resin to
secure bolt

3. loadbearing ceiling

Fischer V 360 S vinylester resin to secure bolt in
concrete wall
Use Fischer FIS H K anchor sleeve with resin if
bolt secured in masonry!

Fischer FIS A M 6x70 threaded rod fit
panel

anchor factory fitted into
the panel

1. loadbearing wall

FIscher V 360 s VInylester resIn 
to secure Bolt In concrete wAll

use FIscher FIs h k Anchor sleeVe wIth 
resIn IF Bolt secured In mAsonry!

Anchor FActory FItted Into the PAnel

FIscher FIs A m 6X70 threAded
rod 

FIscher V 360 s VInylester resIn
use FIscher FIs h k Anchor sleeVe

IF secured In mAsonry!

sPAcer

FIscher FsA-s m6 Bolt

susPended ceIlInG

hAlFen khZ 38/17 175 steel
securInG PlAte

FIscher PuP P750 Pur FoAm

FIscher V 360 s VInylester resIn
to secure Bolt

FIscher FsA-s m6 Bolt

countersunk PlAte coVered 
wIth PlAster 

hAlFen khZ 38/17 175 Folded steel 
securInG PlAte

concrete
panel

anchor factory fitted into
the panel

spacer

Fischer PUP P750 PUR foam

Halfen KHZ 38/17 175 steel
securing plate

Fischer FSA-S M6 bolt

spacer

Fischer V 360 S vinylester resin
Use Fischer FIS H K anchor sleeve if secured in
masonry!

Fischer DNS natural stone
silicon grout

Fischer PUP
P750 PUR
foam

Fischer DNS natural stone
silicon grout

anchor factory fitted into
the panel

Fischer DNS natural stone
silicon grout

Halfen KHZ 38/17 175 steel
securing plate

various:  5-20
mm

20

floor/wall joint side view
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the panel
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Fischer PUP P750 PUR foam
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Fischer V 360 S vinylester resin
Use Fischer FIS H K anchor sleeve if secured in
masonry!
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securing plate
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glued
Check the sizes of the panels before installation.
Prepare the surface. It must be fl at and dust 
free. Apply SOPRO GD 749 primer to it.
Then use SOPRO FKM Silver FKM 600 fl exible tile 
adhesive.
Apply  acrylic sealant strip (Fischer DA acrylic 
sealant) to the edges.
Place and level the panels.

Cladding Corners

Fischer PUP
P750 PUR
foam

load bearing structure with
clean/dust free surface

concrete
panel

Fischer DNS natural stone
silicon grout

load bearing
wall

Fischer DNS natural stone
silicon grout

20 5

FIscher PuP P750 Pur FoAm

concrete PAnel

FIscher dA  AcrylIc seAlAnt Grout 

loAd BeArInG structure wIth cleAn/
dust Free surFAce

 

BaCk Front
sectIon PlAns

/ corners

  1   ConCrete Panel
  2   loadBearing wall
     min.12 cm
  3   FisCHer PuP P750 Pur FoaM
     adhesive to fi x panels to wall
  4   HalFen kHZ 38/17 175 steel seCuring Plate
  5   FisCHer da aCrYliC sealant grout
  6   BaCkside anCHor
     factory fi tted into the panel
  7   resin Corner 
       sanded with 120/320 sandpapers
  8   soPro gd 749 
        primer layer
  9   soPro FkM silVer 
      tile adhesive
10   6X40 COUNTERSUNK WOOD SCREW
11  anker-dot knoB
      polished steel
12  solid wood  sPaCer 
      for indoor use

  � Metal wall ProFile 
   for outdoor use
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1. CONCRETE PANEL
2. LOADBEARING WALL
3. Fischer PUP P750 PUR foam
4.  Halfen KHZ 38/17 175 steel securing plate
5. Fischer DA acrylic sealant grout
6. anchor factory fitted into the panel
7. resin corner sanded with 120/320 sandpapers
8. SOPRO GD 749 primer layer
9. SOPRO FKM Silver tile adhesive
10. 6X40 countersunk wood screw
11. polished steel anker-dot knob

12. high quality solid wood  spacer for indoor use
metal wall profile for outdoor use



access floor

Prepare the supporting structure of the access fl oor. The concrete panels must laid on a solid and fl at 
base. Lay one layer PE foil on the base, then prepare a 3-6 cm thin screed layer. Make 25 m2 sections
only, prepare expansion joints between them.
Prepare the surface with SOPRO GD 749 primer then use SOPRO FKM 600 Silver adhesive.
Use Fischer DA acrylic sealant on the edges.
Place and level the panels, according to the expansion joints.

Corners Floor
 

floor
Prepare the surface of the fl oor. The the expansion joints have to be applied on the concrete panels 
as well. Apply SOPRO GD 749 primer then use SOPRO FKM 600 Silver adhesive.
Use Fischer DA acrylic sealant on the edges.
Place and level the panels according to the expansion joints.

ankerdot
sectIon PlAns

glued
sectIon PlAns

1   ConCrete Panel
2   loadBearing wall min.12 cm
3   FisCHer PuP P750 Pur FoaM
    adhesive to fi x panels to wall
4   HalFen kHZ 38/17 175 steel 
      seCuring Plate
5   FisCHer da aCrYliC sealant grout
6   BaCkside anCHor
   factory fi tted into the panel
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1. CONCRETE PANEL
2. LOADBEARING WALL
3. Fischer PUP P750 PUR foam
4.  Halfen KHZ 38/17 175 steel securing plate
5. Fischer DA acrylic sealant grout
6. anchor factory fitted into the panel
7. resin corner sanded with 120/320 sandpapers
8. SOPRO GD 749 primer layer
9. SOPRO FKM Silver tile adhesive
10. 6X40 countersunk wood screw
11. polished steel anker-dot knob

12. high quality solid wood  spacer for indoor use
metal wall profile for outdoor use
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PRoCessIng
it is very important to read the descriptions below when there is need of an on-site processing. 
always wear protective clothing when processing.

handlIng and loadIng

/ cutting
Before cutting it is indispensable to comply  
all safety instructions.

Always wear safety glasses, respirator and gloves.

Before cutting, measure the place of cutting and 
mark the line where cutting must be placed.

Cutting can be wet cut or dry cut.

Cutting with a water jet can be used both for 
lines, curves and diagonal cuts. Always clean 
the freshly cut surface with clean water and 
wait for it to dry completely before moving or 
installing. Handling wet panels can cause sev-
eral quality problems later.

Dry cutting can be made by circular saw bench 
or with a diamond saw blade. On-site cutting 
can be made with a circular hand saw with a 
guide rail.

Ensure there is proper dust extraction during 
cutting. Dust on the surface of the panels must 
be removed quickly to avoid improper cutting.

Cutting must be done only on panels which are 
laid down horizontally. If cutting is being made 
on the ground, lay the panels onto at least 40mm 
thick styrofoam. Cut the panels from the front 
side towards the back, meaning the visible sur-
face facing upwards, not the other way around. 
Do not weigh on the panel while cutting.

/ drilling
Before drilling it is very important to comply  
all safety instructions.

Always wear safety glasses and gloves.

Before drilling, measure the place of drills and 
mark the place with a pencil where it should be 
placed. It must be placed at least 5 cm far from 
the edges.

Do not use impact or hammer drill for drilling.

If drilling is being made on panels which are 
layed down horizontally, lay them onto at least 
20mm thick styrofoam. Make sure there is  
a block of styrofoam or wood under the hole 
you are about to drill. Drill the panels from the 
front side towards the back, meaning the visible 
surface facing upwards, not the other way around.
 
Ensure there is proper dust extraction during 
cutting. Dust on the surface of the panels must 
be removed quickly to avoid improper drilling.

/ rivets
Ankerdots
Use a screw with a diameter of 6mm. 
Tighten the screw with proper torque with hand 
force only.
 dowels
Use 15mm length M6 screw with a 10mm wrench.

ProCessing ProCessing
 

LOADING
For a safe load and shipping, do not stack pal-
lets on each other and avoid stack any other 
goods on pallets. Fix pallets on truck as well as 
possible to avoid injuries during shipping.

UNLOADING
For a safe unload use only forklift or truck with 
a back-lifter. Bending of the pallet may cause 
serious injuries or may break the panel. Always 
check the weight-limit of the lifter you use for 
unload and moving and be sure the weight lim-
it is proper for the pallet. Drive the vehicle you 
use for unload slowly.

To lift the pallets, we highly advise to lift them 
from the longer side. The placement of each 
forks is ideally at the one-third and two-third 
length of the total length.

PROTECTION (EDGES, CRACKING, INjURIES)
Move each panels slowly and carefully. Try to 
avoid harshly putting them on the ground to 
avoid injuries. Move each panels by hand ver-
tically situated, the longer edge parallel to the 
ground.

PROPER STORAGE
Store panels on the crates they were origi-
nally shipped on. If the panels are removed 
from their original packaging, they might get 
bended from humidity. We highly recommend 
to keep the panels on the pallets as long as it 
possible before installation and minimize the 
storage anywhere else to avoid deformation. If 
a panel is taken off and installation stops being 
proceeded, put the panels back to the original 
pallet the way they were originally placed.

When stored outdoors, the crates need to be 
covered with water resistant covering, and 
make sure it covers the items from all sides to 
avoid stains.



Care & MaInTenanCe rePair
ContaCt

We believe that the aging of your concrete 
product is a natural and aesthetically pleasing  
characteristic of the unique design.
As with all solid surfaces, concrete will even-
tually come into contact with something that 
will either stain, scratch, or spot the surface. 
Below we will address the common elements 
of this natural aging process and will provide 
some guidelines related what you can expect as  
a new concrete product owner.
Due to aging or temperature fluctuation natural 
hairline cracks on the surface might occur, 
which does not change the quality of the  
concrete material.
IVANKA Concrete products are treated with  
a special sealer to be resistant to most stains. 
This sealer provides a high degree of heat and 
scratch protection and a low resistance to acid 
spotting. It does not guarantee a full protection 
against any liquids, acids, oils or flizzy fluids.

It is very important to care for them properly 
as directed to ensure their looking great over 
time. Basic maintenance advice for IVANKA 
concrete products includes the following:

1. Try to avoid dropping anything on them. 
Mechanical impacts can cause cracking, which 
can lead to other problems.

2. Try to clean up spills within a reasonable 
time frame. Depending on the spill this time-
frame is usually several minutes or less. Acidic 
substances (lemon juice) will spot the surface 
of your product if they remain in place for  
a prolonged period of time.

3. Basic cleaning. Make sure to clean up spills 
as quickly as possible and do routine cleaning 
as needed. Generally, soapy, warm water and  
a clean cloth is all that’s necessary to keep your 
product looking good. Avoid using abrasive 
items to clean these products. Instead, use  
a normal sponge or cloth (preferably micro-fiber).

4. Avoid harsh chemicals (for example lacquer 
thinner, acetone, denaturated alcohol), cleansers 
containing ammonia or bleach, or abrasive 
cleaners and pads when cleaning your products. 
Mild cleaners are the best way to clean  
your surfaces.

CaRe & MaInTenanCe RePaIR
Concrete items might get stains, scratches or 
hairline cracks (cobweb phenomenon) on their 
surface with aging or after usage. We believe 
imperfections do not diminish the quality of 
the product, but if you believe your item needs 
repair, please avoid repairing by yourself.

Contact IVANKA
for assistance whenever you need.

ConTaCT
IVAnkA studIo & FActory

Address
Újszász utca 47/C
H-1165 Budapest
Hungary

Phone
+36.20.398.55.11

emAIl
info@ivanka.hu

InquIres
sales@ivanka.hu



ivanka studio & factory

h-1165 budapest
ÚJsZásZ utca 47/c

phone: +36.20.398.55.11
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